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N a recent paper with the above title, Knoll, Tousey, and Hulburt 1 present measurements of the brightness i of a tiny spot of light when it first becomes visible against a background whose brightness b is varied between dark and daylight. They point out that the data show an obvious bend "at the transition from foveal to extra-foveal vision." However, as an analytical description of the data they draw a single curve whose equation is where the constant c equals 10
-10 when i is in footcandles. They conclude that the equation agrees with the measure ments "within a factor of 3 for b ranging over nine orders of magnitude." The data and curve are in Fig. 1 . This paper invites two comments. (1) It may be useful as rough engineering practice to write one equation for the whole visual range. However, the resulting deviations of the equation from the data cannot be overlooked. These systematic and gross deviations arise because the mean ing of the bend "at the transition from foveal to extrafoveal vision" has been ignored. A similar bend has been found in measurements of brightness discrimination, visual acuity, dark adaptation, instantaneous threshold, and flicker recognition. 2 It stems from the separateness of day vision and night vision in accord with knowledge accu mulated from Purkinje's day to the present. The measure- ments themselves and all relevant knowledge call for two curves to describe the whole visual range. However, even two curves drawn from Eq. (1) cannot describe the data. The equation requires that at very high brightnesses the relation between log i and log b have a slope of y, whereas the data give the slope as almost 1.
In passing, it should be noted that the variable b is without a constant only by chance. In units other than millimicrolamberts it requires a constant K. Therefore the equation is really where K = 1 by chance.
(2) The measurements are of brightness discrimination. The small size of the area of augmented brightness does not change the fact that the experiments define the relation between the background brightness b and the just dis criminate brightness increment i, a problem first recog nized for vision by Bouguer in 1760 and posed for all senses by Weber in 1834.
In 1934, I derived an expression for brightness dis crimination which describes all the known measurements. 3 This equation is where, as commonly used, I is the background brightness, and Δ7 is the added brightness required to make a given area just perceptible against the background. On a log plot the constants Cand K determine the vertical and horizontal position of the curve, and at high brightnesses the slope of the curve is 1.
To cover the data for the whole visual range, two pairs of constants have to be used. For the low brightness segment C = 10 -9.80 , and K = 10 -1.90 ; for the high brightness segment C=10 -8. 35 , and K = 10 -5.90 . The corresponding curves in Fig. 1 fit the measurements not within a factor of 3, but more nearly within the spread of the measurements. Since the measurements were made with the natural pupil, a better agreement between data and equation could be secured by correcting for pupil area including the StilesCrawford effect. However, for the present purposes this is not necessary.
The data of Knoll, Tousey, and Hulburt are thus of interest because they show that even for a point source, brightness discrimination follows its usual pattern in visual function. The measurements agree with previous data and theory.
